
  Law Offices of Harry V. Lehmann PC
Harry Vere Lehmann 4 Vineyard Court Area Code 415
Principal Attorney Novato, California 94947 Telephone:  897-2121

Facsimile:  898-6959

Via fax and/or other electronic transmission March 27, 2017

The Hon. Senator John McCain
United States Senate
Via (fax): 202-228-2862

 RE: Respectful Legal Notice of Cancer Risks inherent in Senate Bill 19

Dear Senator McCain,

On May 27, 2016 the U. S. Government’s National Institutes of Health (NIH)
announced the results of a $25 Million study which conclusively proved that cellular
radiation causes cancer.* This was consistent with hundreds of studies, including
classification by the World Health Organization of EMF radiation as a carcinogen.*  
This Notice respectfully advises your Office and staff of the U. S. government-
documented risks from cellular antennae EMF exposure.   I note that the work of
Congressional staff requires frequent use of cellular devices; effects are cumulative.  

S19 will abolish States Rights regarding cellular antennae, allowing placement
of high wattage and data intense antennae everywhere - even on every residential
block.  Respectfully, since NIH has proven that cell phone radiation causes cancer,
the issue of the placement of radiation sources next to where Americans sleep does
not seem appropriate for unanimous consent. Concerned medical scientists confirm
that this radiation can be more harmful to kids, their skulls are less developed.* After
losing four friends or colleagues to brain cancer and after nearly four decades as a
trial lawyer, for several years now I have been dedicated to this issue through a tiny
company called Green Swan (www.greenswan.org). Although our work there is about
headsets, when I learned about S 19, I felt morally compelled to write to you.

With a feeling of great humility, I urge you please place a Hold on SB 19
because of the scientific evidence that resulting deployment will expose residents of
the United States, including children in your State, to increased cancer risk. The NIH
study shows that the glioma - the cancer cell, which causes brain (glioblastoma) is
caused by cell phone radiation. This Notice has briefly referenced a tiny fraction of
the sources which demonstrate that cellular EMF (thus S19) is dangerous. 

Very truly yours,

     Harry V. Lehmann
* Suggested links:   https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/results/areas/cellphones/ . . . . . . . https://ehtrust.org
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